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Abstract. Lithuanian cities architecture politics development and strategic aims implementation are 
impossible without global integrated accomplishing systems of country management and official 
plan observation (monitoring, operative planning, consequence modelling). Important develop-
ment strategy problem is rational resort of resources especially financial for the country needs. 
Solving these problems has to be reasoned with the country development strategy by adjusting 
long-term and short-term city economic development aims, when preparing and implementing 
developing complex programs for the most important city life areas. When realizing the country 
architecture strategic level aims, it is necessary to improve constantly city development department 
organizational-managerial structure by evaluating new functioning principles in democratic plan-
ning conditions, also e-autonomy, e-government conception and opportunities. Research of these 
problems is important for seeking natural, economic-social environment and country architecture 
harmony. It is necessary to give an appropriate working freedom for government workers and to 
raise their responsibility for decisions. Rational control system of making, taking and proceeding 
solutions is in need. It will make assumptions for responding operatively to raising problems and 
solving fast the most important national affairs and city economy development problems.

Keywords: territorial sustainable development, public participation, complexity and integrated 
management of urban architecture development.
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1. IntroductionIntroduction

The participation of society in the process of formation of sustainable development of demo-
cratic cities in Western Europe and the rest of the world influences natural changes of the 
ways of formation of Lithuanian economic, legal and social urban development. Relations 
between the state, self-government and tax payers, i.e. enterprises and residents, are changing. 
More attention is increasingly paid to the sustainable development of territories (Viteikienė, 
Zavadskas 2007), to the improvement of life quality, social security and ecology.

After the restoration of independence Lithuania refused to adhere to the planning prin-
ciples that it had been applying before. There were no common methodology guidelines 
for activities planning, thus each institution had its own planning strategies. The increasing 
number of activities, responsibilities and limited financial resources forced the Government 
to review the previously applied principles of activities and resources planning. The main aim 
was to improve the management of institutions and application of financial resources by 
introducing the principles of strategic planning. However, sectoral management, poorly inte-
grated with territory planning on national, regional or municipal level, sometimes duplicated 
each other. Therefore, Lithuanian national planning peculiarities and traditions (the economic 
justification was eliminated from the system of territory planning) were underestimated when 
introducing the planning experience of the West, and it was the first time when the planning of 
financial resources was related to the strategic planning. According to the planning experience 
discussed in various sources (McSweeney 1997; Kavaliauskas 2008; Rutkauskas 2008; Čiegis 
and Gineitienė 2008; Zavadskas et al. 2007; Bardauskienė 2007), strategic planning became 
inevitable while trying to implement reforms in various fields and solve complex issues. 
During the process of strategic planning an institution always analyses a prospect impact of 
surrounding factors on its activities, i.e. an institutional subject, not a territory, performs its 
activities and is chosen as a planning object. It is very important for an institutional subject 
to use all the obtained financial, material and labour resources as effectively as possible for 
achieving the goals set. The most important fact is that an institution plans its resources and 
activities so that it can achieve concrete results in a definite period of time.

As there is a ack of coordination between the types of the strategic planning, the main 
aim of this article is to draw attention to the issue of a disintegrated sectoral planning in the 
territory planning processes. This article aims to propose certain measures to integrate the 
interaction of the elements of planning systems while reviewing the tradition of the systems 
of strategic and territory planning in Lithuania as well as pursuing to avoid general fragmental 
reasoning. The third aim of this article is to establish a definite model of the planning system 
which could be applied to form a prospect for sustainable territory development. The fourth 
aim is to propose solutions for improving the management system of territory planning in 
the context of informal planning, since, as we know, planning issues (particularly in Palanga 
and the Curonian Spit in Lithuania, which often witness violations of construction bans, 
constructions often disguised as reconstructions, repairs or applying other informal activi-
ties) and their implementation are rather complicated.
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The article has been produced after having evaluated a multidisciplinary aspect with other 
sciences, basing its content not only on the research of the results of the survey, but also on 
methods of statistical analysis.

2. Problems of planning

After the launch of the implementation of the Lithuania/Canada Public Administration Re-
form Project, which was aimed at the introduction of strategic planning at the Governmental 
level, the Government started to form the budget of Lithuania on the basis of programmes. 
In 2000, all the ministries, municipalities and other institutions, wishing to receive financing 
from the state budget had to elaborate the plans of strategic activities. After 2000 such plans 
became a mass phenomenon. They had to include the information on strategic objectives of 
an institution, programmes aimed at implementing those objectives, to prospect results and 
funding necessary to reach those aims.

The Government did not always manage to perform the functions of an urban planner 
(only after the received financing in 2003 municipalities and regional government institutions 
started general planning) and a developer of the national architecture. When evaluating the 
Plan of Measures of the Comprehensive Plan of the Republic of Lithuania, which specifies the 
period from 2003 to 2008 for producing by municipalities’ Master Plan, the main objectives 
are intended for institutions managing these processes. They have to ensure the development 
of territories, economic growth, increase in job positions, and attraction of investments. On 
the other hand, those institutions have to evaluate the object of planning, i.e. a territory, as 
a limited resource. That led to a rational use of resources, i.e. minimisation of losses and 
effective maximisation. Therefore, a necessity emerges to change attitudes towards urban 
planning and urban building policy.

Under market conditions, an optimised system of planning, which pays much attention 
to general and strategic plans and other planning documents become very significant for 
the state. Much attention is paid not only to the process of planning, but also to the system 
of implementation and control. The demand for monitoring processes, as mentioned in the 
Law on Territorial Planning (Law on Territorial … 2004), is just a statement, since it is not 
supported by any secondary legislation. An actual system providing with a possibility of a 
constant monitoring and speedy analysis, defining changes in urban development, drawing 
conclusions, analysing development tendencies, supplementing and correcting documents 
on territory planning, while specifying development priorities, should be created.

This process will be efficient only after a complex system of the implementation of na-
tional plans. Achieving  this aim requires defined criteria, a system capable of ensuring a 
comprehensive and objective analysis of territory development and changes, information 
collection, accumulation, storage and processing as well as a structure of decision drafting 
and making. The currently existing theoretical reasoning of the plan implementation in the 
form of recommendations and regulations are not efficient, and that does not help form-
ing a complex attitude toward the formation of the urban development policy and perform 
speedy assessment while improving justified near and far prospects of the national urban 
development.
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1 Comprehensive Plan of the Territory of the Republic of Lithuania – a long-term strategic planning 
document, which defines a spatial development concept of the national territory and presents main 
provisions of the use and protection of the territory and a long-term territory development prospect of 
all fields of management (Decision No. IX-1154 of 29 Oct 2002 on the approval of this document).

2 Long-term Development Strategy of the State – unites various documents of long-term planning 
(Resolution No. IX-1187 of 12 Nov 2002 of the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania on approval of 
this document).

The analysis of planning systems applied by various countries of the world and the Baltic 
states (BSR INTERREG IIIB Project … 2007) in respect of types, interrelations and contents 
has shown that all the development aspects are justified mainly theoretically. Therefore, de-
tailed and specialised (Lithuania has a type of specialised planning) plans and programmes 
constitute an integral part of a complex plan regarding economic, social and other issues (in 
Lithuania, the levelling and categorisation as well as interharmonisation of planning docu-
ments are not optimised). Therefore, legal acts currently in force should reflect the identity 
of concepts. In order to ensure an effective national sustainable development, an integral 
strategic system of urban development should be developed, which could engage all the 
national institutions at all governmental levels, in charge for strategic and tactic objectives. 
The system should also include the evaluation of subjects performing their activities abroad. 
As far as differences in the contents of strategic planning documents are concerned, a lot 
of controversial discussions emerge trying to define the interaction between territory plan-
ning documents (the Comprehensive Plan of the Territory of the Republic of Lithuania)1 
and strategic planning documents (Long-term Development Strategy of the State)2, strategic 
plans and their place in an integrated system of plans. A lot of ambiguities arise when using 
different definitions of aims and objectives of territory planning in terms of plans of various 
types. The latter are not clearly differentiated in the Law on Territorial Planning and that leads 
to a conclusion (and our society usually draws such a conclusion) that those definitions are 
applied to a territory of any size and to a planning process of any level or type. Ambiguous and 
unclear notions, as, for example, notions regarding the interharmonisation of plans as well as 
their harmonisation with society and subjects or such notions as “protected areas”, “negative 
impact” or “visual pollution” or the absence of definitions of such notions as “public interest”, 
“justified expectations” etc. not only mislead planning organisers, assets owners, investors (all 
of them have individual interpretations of the contents of the above-mentioned documents), 
but also cause conflict situations in  tactical planning. The analysis of the General Plan of the 
Territory of the Republic of Lithuania and the Long-Term Strategy Plan of the State shows 
that the existing analyses, solutions and monitoring peculiarities duplicate each other. It is 
natural that they have to provide with the same development policy, vision, priorities, aims 
and objectives to reach those aims for one and the same territory.

3. Contents of the theory

The Long-Term Strategy of the State is a large concept of the use of resources in order to reach 
of aims. The Strategy provides for the ways to use national limited resources and defines de-
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velopment guidelines for the usage of them. In addition, it establishes competence advantages, 
i.e. financial potential, industrial capacity, ways of competent management of responsible 
institutions, etc. Taking into account the above-mentioned aspects and the general aspect of 
the national territory (Fig. 1), a model of a planning with system has been suggested (Fig. 2) 
an area of the integration of plans. Solutions of general and strategic plans are interrelated 
in this model. Strategic development priorities defined in the General Plan of the Territory 
of the Republic of Lithuania are at the same time elements of the Long-Term Development 
Strategy of the State. Other more detailed objectives regarding territories are solved in the 
next part of the planning process by adapting them to a given urban situation. Thus, the 
spatial concept of the General Planning of the state territory, the main provisions for the use 
of territory and security and the territorial aspect of the long-term development of all fields 
of management become an integrated factor, and the territory development priorities speci-
fied in it become an integral part of the Strategic Planning. They supplement each other and 
define common priorities of the national territory development.

The coordination of aspects of economic and financial planning, presented in the Strategic 
Planning document, with solutions provided for in the General Planning could be beneficial 
for establishing an integrated planning system. The proposed integrated model of manage-
ment of plans integrates processes of the Strategic Planning and General Planning into one 
complex planning (CP). The stage of drafting of general and strategic plans covers the crea-
tion of a future vision of a city. It also covers the segmentation of future activities, evaluation 
of the previous planning process (monitoring results), ensuring changes of general culture 
of an organisation (urban residents, etc.) and application of motivation systems. Thus, the 
main aim of the Complex Planning is to define directions of the territory planning. When 
it comes to changing those directions, for example, when the policy of urban development 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the Comprehensive Plan of the territory of the Republic of Lithuania
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and architecture is to be changed, the changes would be implemented by procedures of 
Comprehensive Planning and Strategic Planning. However, bearing in mind the experience 
in architectural formation of cities of Western Europe (Sweden, Austria and Finland) or 
Canadian cities, that would be a very rare phenomenon. Thus, the Official Plan of Toronto 
provides with strategy development guidelines for the forthcoming 30 years. Those guidelines 
are presented in greater details in  strategic documents, for example, in Municipal Housing 
Strategy, Transportation Strategy and Community Service and Facilities Strategies (Toronto 
Urban … 2002). If necessary, thematic plans can be presented in greater detail through Sec-
ondary (Master) Plans, by including them into Urban Design solutions. The urban planning 
system of Wien (Austria) is similar to the above. Its strategic planning forms the prospect of 
a vision (Complex Planning document), which covers the period of 20 years ahead. Solutions 
of this planning document are implemented by more detailed thematic strategic special plans 
(Master plans) (Olechowski, Schweighofer 2006), for example, the Transport Master plan. A 
separate department has been established to be put in charge for implementing the plan.

The mentioned model has been suggested on the basis of a provision that the planning  is 
a process of selecting a development direction of an organisation (a country) as well as meth-
ods and ways which could be applied while trying to achieve those objectives. The integrated 
system of plans3 includes all types of plans and is aimed at the achievement of the set objec-
tives. The system of plans (Fig. 3) should also cover all time periods, evaluate the territorial 
aspect and provide with a possibility of planning at all national development stages and in 
all functional fields of activities. The sustainability of plans is also compulsory – short-term 
plans are consequences of the detailing process of long-term plans (Ginevičius et al. 2006). 
Thus, the principles of the subordination of ranking documents should be maintained.

And the documents4 (Concise strategic activities plans of institutions of the Government 
of the Republic of Lithuania approved by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania) 
should be aimed to improve management of institutions while evaluating territory develop-
ment documents.

The Law on Territorial Planning defines the General Territory Planning as a process of a 
complex territory planning aimed at defining a policy of territory development, priorities of 
the use of territory and its security as well as major administration measures. However, this 
provision is partially correct, since it does not define the investment system of organizers 
of General Planning (governmental institutions) and private subjects. In addition, general 
plans define not only the funds provided by the budget, but also the ones provided by private 
investors, their amounts and financing mechanisms. Thus, certain doubts arise on whether 
the part of the General Planning on economic development and integration with Strategic 

3 The notion “system of plans” used in the article means a complex of interrelated plans joining develop-
ment priorities, objectives, budgets and other divisions of various fields as well as elements of project 
plans.

4 Strategic planning documents briefly present the content of the plan of strategic activities: mission 
of an institution – strategic aims, programmes under implementation, aims and objectives of these 
programmes.
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Fig. 3. The existing and the suggested simpler system of ranking of territory planning

planning could be effectively managed. It is a risk to plan economic indicators for future 
in the General Planning documents. That leads to conflicts between the organizer of the 
General Planning process and the rest part of the society, which would like its activities to 
be developed in other directions. As the results of the research show (Pakalnis et al. 2006), 
the number of such society representatives, who were concerned with their own interests, 
for instance, while drafting the General Planning of the City of Vilnius, reached 80%. Thus, 
disputes emerge while trying to define concepts of private and public interests (as mentioned 
before, the latter are not defined in any legal act regulating territory planning). – J. J.). That 
leads to tension, stagnation of development, or its financing by the state budget. A flexible 
document on strategic planning which would define objects of territory development but 
not the ways to implement it, as it is a concern of a lower level planning, is necessary. That 
is, however, another subject.

Research results discussed in international and national conferences (From Urban Forum 
“Creation... 2007; Jakaitis 2007; Lass 2007; Standing conference … 1997; The International 
UBC seminar ... 2007). That shows that the main democratic principles of planning are usually 
ignored in Lithuania. Pragmatic interests of a short time gain prevail in our society and ignore 
the ideology of sustainable territory development (Jakaitis 2008). On the other hand, our 
society usually does not fully comprehend the aims, objectives and solutions, their interaction 
and ranking in general, special and detailed planning. On the other hand, some members of 
our society use those gaps in legal acts on purpose, ignoring public interests. As A. Nasvytis 
claims, “unless there is an efficient control (monitoring of territory development, – J. J.) of 
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laws in force, such notions as “civil responsibility” and “professional ethics” will be just mere 
words”. Thus, our society perceives and explains Paragraph 2 of Article 3 of Law on Territorial 
Planning on the possibility of forming an adequate, healthy and harmonious environment for 
living, work and recreation with the aim of creating better living conditions of equal value 
in the whole territory of Lithuania (Law on Territorial Planning ... 2004) as “…a means to 
ignore land owners’ opinions and applicants’ (usually land owners) offers”. Our society usu-
ally has a mistaken opinion that General Planning is a mechanical sum of detailed plans, 
which could be easily amended, if necessary. When participating in the planning process, 
territorial communities, citizens, non-governmental organizations and informal groups have 
other objectives usually aimed at solving more primitive, pragmatic and urgent problems, 
and not at analyzing issues of urban development strategies. Unlike Estonian experience 
of the planning system, public opinion in Lithuania is based on ambiguities of the Law on 
Territorial Planning. Paragraph 2 of Article 7 of the above law requires “to define height and 
intensity parameters of the development of the planned territory, or reserve territories for 
the communication corridors, engineering and communication infrastructure and the other 
objects necessary for the demands of society” (Pakalnis, Motieka 2007).

But those are the objectives of the detailed planning, which are presented as the regimes of 
the use and, i.e. borders of land sites, and concrete objects, which contradicts to provisions on 
the specified objectives of general planning laid plots in Paragraph 33 of Article 2 of the Law 
on Territorial Planning while defining conceptual regulation of territory development 5.

In order to achieve effectiveness in solutions of managenial decisions, management 
structures of state institutions should be corrected, what could create conditions and pre-
conditions for sustainable territory development. The aim of the model of the complex plan-
ning is primarily focused on implementing strategic objectives while integrating strategic 
interrelation of long-term documents, which becomes a significant integral factor of the 
monitoring system (Fig. 4).

In order to perform effectively and to reduce operation expenses, changes of the landscape 
and its components are evaluated during the monitoring, as well as decisions on changes in 
plans of territory development and their priorities are taken. The compulsory objective of the 
monitoring is to ensure that all the data collected could be valuable while evaluating changes 
in the current situation and integrate all the development possibilities and requirements 
provided for in short- and long-term plans. A division performing permanent monitoring 
of the territory development (which actually does not exist at the Ministry of Environment, 
and if there are any, they usually act in sectoral way), when analysing the implementation 
of General Planning and development tendencies, should present justified suggestions on 
programme formation and correction of solutions of the general plan.

5 The innovative practice of the Master Plan of Vilnius City Municipality for 2007, while functionally 
zoning the territory of the city according the polifunctional principle, has suggested the ways to avoid 
details in the process of the strategic territory planning. However, this innovation is accepted cautiously 
in various institutions in charge of the monitoring of interpretations of legal acts.
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Fig. 4. The notion of the interaction of the data bank of territory planning in the context of the integrity 
while evaluating geography information infrastructure of Lithuania (LGII) and the European Directive 
Establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE)

4. Conclusions

All the levels in our country, including the national level, experience a necessity to form inte-
grated and well formalized systems of territory development planning and monitoring, which 
should be clearly linked to processes of general and strategic planning, procedures, in terms 
of publicity and other aspects, as well as with other planning documents of a lower level.

Research results, which are discussed in international and national conferences, show 
that the main democratic principles of planning are often ignored in Lithuania. Pragmatic 
interests and the principle of one day gain prevail in our society, which ignores the ideology 
of sustainable territory development. On the other hand, our society usually does not fully 
understand the aims, objectives and solutions and their interaction and ranking in documents 
of general, special and detailed planning. On the other hand, some members of our society 
use those gaps in legal acts on purpose, ignoring public interests.

The application of the complex planning model and supplementing the national legal 
acts currently in force could help forming long-term integrated complex plans of territory 
development. General and Strategic plans could constitute an integral part of complex plans 
and at the same time supplement each other. A complex plan of a territory could perform the 
formation of strategies of urban development and function as a tool for social management 
of investments, which could be also financially supported. Another way of the formation of 
the investment policy, which is a more advanced measure, could be planning investments 
by government institutions and other directly influenced investments.
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The General Plan could cover all the fields of activities and reflect their long-term devel-
opment. It would provide with more detailed ways of how to achieve the objectives set on 
a lower level of the territory planning. It would also specify prospect territory development 
directions and the term of implementing the objective set, as well as territories favourable 
for future investments. The Comprehensive Plan (territory) could focus not on the economic 
development, but on disclosing possibilities for the economic development in the analyzed 
territory. The Strategic Plan (economic) could define main directions of territory develop-
ment with regard to financial resources as well as primary regulations for all the planning 
activities. Short-term economic plans could be based on a programme chosen by the Gov-
ernment and could function as an instrument of the budget formation. The complexity of 
planning could enable the country to a more economical use of its financial and intellectual 
resources for all national plans.
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ŠALIES URBANISTINĖS POLITIKOS VALDYMO ASPEKTAI  
INTEGRUOTO PLANAVIMO SĄLYGOMIS

J. Jakaitis, N. Paliulis, K. Jakaitis 

Santrauka

Ištirti integruotos šalies urbanistinės politikos valdymo (monitoringo, operatyviojo planavimo, pasekmių 
modeliavimo, visuomenės įtraukimo į planavimą) sistemos kūrimą, inovacijų diegimą ir problemas yra 
svarbu siekiant gamtinės, urbanistinės, ekonominės bei socialinės aplinkos, miesto urbanistinių elementų 
darnos. Strateginis šalies lygmens planavimas visais lygmenimis tapo svarbia turimų išteklių, ypač finan-
sinių ir žmogiškųjų, valdymo priemone. Realizuojant šalies miestų architektūros politikos strateginio 
lygmens uždavinius, būtina tobulinti valdymo struktūrų funkcionavimo principus, taip pat e. savivaldos, 
e. valdžios koncepciją ir galimybes. Labai svarbu užtikrinti gerą veiksmų bei darbų koordinaciją racio-
naliai paskirstant pareigas tarp institucijų ir pareigūnų. Šioje situacijoje vienas iš pagrindinių valdžios 
uždavinių – rasti būdų, kaip, įgyvendinant miestų plėtros politiką, valdyti šiuos procesus, kaip formuoti 
racionalią ir skaidrią sprendimų paruošimo, priėmimo ir vykdymo kontrolės sistemą.

Įvertinant demokratinių planavimo principų Lietuvoje taikymo ypatumus Vakarų Europos šalių patirties 
kontekste pagrindinis šio straipsnio tikslas – atskleisti dezintegruoto planavimo Lietuvoje problematiką. 
Lyginant kitų šalių strateginio planavimo patirtį, įvertinti teisės aktais apibrėžtų procedūrų efektyvumą 
ir pasiūlyti kompleksinio planavimo modelio taikymo galimybę. Šiam tikslui pasiekti taikomi tarpdisci-
plininis ir lyginamosios analizės metodai.

Reikšminiai žodžiai: visuomenės dalyvavimas planavimo procese; duomenų bankas; monitoringo 
sistema; miestų architektūros formavimo valdymas, demokratiniai planavimo principai.
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